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A Stochastic Theory of the Diffusion of Traffic Flow 

By 

Hisashi MINE and Katsuhisa OHNO 

(Received December 21, 1967) 

This paper presents a study of the diffusion of traffic flow and an observation by a 
moving observer, that is, a Doppler's effect. First we introduce a time process and a 
space process, and we show they are composed Poisson processes under the suitable as
sumptions. Secondly, we derive transformation formulae between these processes, 
interpreting velocity as the measure preserving transformation. Moreover, we,.ana
lyze a Doppler's effect occurring in an observation by a moving observer, and finally 
we demonstrate, in a simple case that the time process is a homogeneous Poisson 
process. 

Introduction 

197 

There seems to be two main approaches to the road traffic flow theory. One 

is the car-following theory, that is, a deterministic approach analogeous to hydro

dynamics, thermodynamics, etc., in case the traffic density is high. The other is 

a probabilistic approach in case the traffic density is low, that is, it allows free 

travel of cars. In this paper we deal with the latter case. 

Now, analyzing the traffic flow, we must take its fundamental characteristics 

that are the existence of time and space and the finiteness of cars' velocities1>. 

We, at first, introduce the time process which is, roughly .speaking, the number of 

cars passing through an arbitrarily fixed point with some velocities, and the space 

process which is the number of cars existing at an arbitrarily fixed time with some 

velocities in a given space interval. 

Under suitable assumptions, we show these processes are Poission processes or 

composed Poisson processes. After that, we derive the transformation formulae 

between these processes, interpreting velocity as the measure preserving transfor

mation. Moreover, we analyze a Doppler's effect occurring in an observation by 

a moving observer, and finally we demonstrate, in the simple case that the time 

process is a homogeneous Poisson process. 

• Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics. 
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Time Processes and Space Processes 

Consider an n-lane one-way-road with no intersection. Let assume the follow

ing conditions. 

(Condition A) The interaction between cars is negligible. Therefore, each car 

drives independently of any others. 

(Condition B) The cars drive with their own constant speeds, and for sufficiently 

small h and sufficiently large H the cars which have velocities less 

than h or more than H are completely neglected. 

Here we define E'=[0, B'] as a space interval and T=[0, T'] as a time 

interval. Moreover we define V = (0, oo) as a velocity interval for the sake of 

formality, though, under the condition (B), Vis [h, H] in practical sense. 

Let consider, on the probability space (JJe, B~, P~), the following stochastic 

process xi(t, v) which is called the time process at point f. 

xi(t, v): the number of cars which pass through point tEB at a time interval 

[0, t] and whose velocities belong to a velocity interval [0, v]. 

From the condition (A), xi(t, v) is obviously an integral-valued differential 

process. Particularly, we denote x~(t, 00) as x~(t). Then it follows from the 

definitions of xe(t, v) and x~(t) that for arbitrary fE B, vE V and s, t (s:S;;t) ET, 

w.p.l. 

Further we suppose the following condition (C) under which the process is absolutely 

continuous in probability. 

(Condition C) For an arbitrary small e <0, a positive number o can be found such 

that for arbitrary r=I, 2, ... and s1<t1 $;s2 <t2 $; ·•• sr<tr:S: T' for 

which :E (tj-sj)<o, we have IT Pe[wt; Xt(tj)-xi(sj)=0]>l-e, 
j=l j=l 

where wi is an element of JJt, 

A. Renyi2 > has proved that an integral-valued differential process satisfying 

the condition (C) is an inhomogeneous composed Poisson process. Therefore, under 

the conditions (A) and (C), so is x~(t, v). According to the condition (C), Xt(t, v) 

is obviously continuous in probability with respect to t, and then it follows from 

the definition of xt(t, v) that there is the standard modification of x~(t, v) which is 

separable and measurable3 >. 

Let suppose that x~(t, v) is separable and measurable. Moreover, we consider 

the following condition: 

(Condition D) For ~EB, vE V and 0:S;;s<t$; T', 
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Under the conditions (A), (C) and (D), xe(t, v) is an inhomogeneous Poisson 

process. We denote the characteristic functions of xe(t) and xe(t, v) as cpe(t; z) and 

9'e(t, v; z), respectively. It follows that 

log 9'e(t; z) = !>e(u)du(iz-1) 

log 9'i(t, v; z) = !>~*(u, v)du(e'z-I), 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

where Pe(t) and p~*(t, v) are non-negative valued Lebesgue integrable functions 

defined for almost everywhere with respect to t. Moreover we suppose that p~(t) 

and Pe*(t, v) are Borel ~e-asurable'. We define a time velocity distribution function 

Fe( t, v) as follows: 

Fe(t, v) = lim {E[xe(t, v)-x~(s, v)]/E[x~(t)-xe(s)]} for O~s<t~ T'. ( 3) 
•~t 

Obviously F~(t, v) is a non-decreasing function, continuous from the left and bounded 

by O and I. It follows that F~(t, v) is a distribution function. If E[x~(t)-xe(s)] =0, 

Fe(u, v) for uE (s, t)] is a suitably chosen function ofv satisfying the above mentioned 

properties. Thus defined F~(t, v) is equivalent to the following definition under 

the condition (D) 

According to equation (3), 

Pe*(t, v) = Fe(( v) Pt(t) 

Consequently, 

Moreover, from equation (2), 

Let assume the following condition: 

for t, a.e. ( 4) 

( 5) 

(Condition E) A time velocity distribution function Fe(t, v) has not a singular 

part4 >. 

Under the condition (E), Ft(t, v) is decomposed as follows: 

Fi(t, v) = F/(t, v) +F{(t, v) , 

where Fl(t, v) is purely discontinuous and F{(t, v) is absolutely continuous. Further, 
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Pl(t, v) = ~ Jl'(t, v,) and F{(t, v) = rvfe(t, v) dv; 
V;E(O,V) Jo 

where v, is a point of discontinuity of Fl'(t, v) and Jl'(t, v,) is a jump of Fl'(t, v) at 

v,, and fe(t, v) is a non-negative valued Lebesgue integrable function defined for 

almost every v. 

(Condition F) A time velocity density functions fi(t, v,) and f~(t, v) are con

tinuous in t. 

Under the condition (F),fe(t, v,) andfi(t, v) are measurable functions on Tx V. 
Therfore, from equation (2), 

Here, we define a random interval function xt(l, K) as follows: 

x~(l, K), the number of cars which pass through a point ~EE in a time interval 

l=(s, t] and whose velocities belong to a velocity interval K=(v, w]. 

If K = V, we denote xe(l, K) as xe(I). Further, we denote the characteristic function 

of xe(l) and x~(l, K) as <f!e(I; z) and <f!e(I, K; z), respectively. 

If /1 n 12=</J and Kl n K2=</J, then xe(lu K) and xe(I2' K) are mutually in

dependent, and so are xe(I, K 1 ) and xe(I, K 2 ), according to the Condition (A). 

Therefore, we have for m=O, I, 2, ··· 

log <f!e(l; z) = !/e(u)du(eiz-1), ( 7) 

Pe[we; xe(l) = m] = exp (- i /e(u) du) ( 1 /e(u) du)"'/m! , ( 8) 

log <pe(I, K; z) = [ { ~ Jl'(u, v,)+f Je(u, v)dv}Pt(u)du(i'"-1) J/ V;EK: JK 

and 

P~[we; Xt(j,K)=m] = exp [- [ { ~ fl'(u, v,)+ f fe(u, v)dv}Pe(u)du] l1 ~EK; JK 

x(f { ~ fl'(u, v,)+ f fe(u, v)dv}Pe(u)du]"'frn!. l1 V;EK: JK (10) 

In what follows, we ignore the condition (D). Then, similarly to equations 

(l) and (2), we have 
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(11) 

(12) 

where P1,(t; e) and p 11*(t, v; e) are non-pegative valued.Lebesgue integri{ble and 

Borel measurable functions defined for almost every t, and are given by 

and p 11*(t, v; e) = lim {Pt[we; xe(t, v)-xe(s, v)=k]/(t-s)}. 
•t1 

Then we define a function F 11 ( t, v; e) as follows: 

F11(t, v; e) is a non-decreasing function, continuous from the left, and bounded by 

0 and l. It follows that F11(t, v: e) is a conditional distribution function. If 

Pe[we; xe(t)-xe(s)=k]=O, F 11(u, v; e) for uE(s, t] is a properly chosen function 

satisfying the properties as described above. 

Therefore, we have 

for aie.t (14) 

and then, 

~>••(u, v; e) du= [F,,(u, v; e) p 11(u; e) du. 

It follows from (3) and (14) that, for a time velocity distribution function Fe(t, v), 

we have 

If F 1(t, v; e)=···=F,,(t, v; e), then Fe(t, v)=F11(t, v; e), k=l, 2, ··· n. 

Let suppose that F11(t, v; e) satisfies the conditions (E) and (F). Similarly to 

the equation (7)--(10), we have, for m=O, I, 2, •·· 

log<pe(/; z) == iJ f P1,(u; e)du(l""-1), 
•=• j / 

(15) 

Pe[we; xe(l) = m] = exp{-tLp,,(u; e) duL,+2r2Jt,.= .. E, { ( Lp,,(u; e) du)"•Jr,,!} > 

(16) 

log 'Pe(/, K; z) = ~ L {.~K;f/(u, v;; e) + ~KJ,,(u, v; e) dv} P1,(u; e) du(l"~-1) 

and (I 7) 
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Pe[we;x~(I, K)=m] =exp{-± f (}JJ,/(u, v;; e)+ 
k=I J1 V;Ek 

!KJ,.(u, v; e) dv) P1,(u, e) du} ',+2,);L,.=m .~J U/.~fl(u, v;; e) + 

! Kji,(u, V; e) dz1) P1,(u; e) dur" /r,. !] ' ( 18) 

where r" r2, ···, rn are non-negative integers. We have considered the time process 

xe(I, K) above. 

In what"follows, we consider a space process. First, we define a space process 

y,(J, K) on a probability space (!J,, B,, P,,) as follows: 

y,(J, K), the number of cars which exist in space interval]=((,,;] at time t 

and whose velocities belong to a velocity interval K = ( v, w]. 

Similarly to xe(I, K), we denotey,(J, K) asy,(J) for K= V,y,(e, v) for J=[O, eJ and 

K=(O, v] andy,(e) for J=[O, ,;] and K=V respectively. Moreover we denote 

the characteristic functions of y,(J) and y,(J, K) as ,fr,(]; z) and ,fr,(], K; z), 

respectively. Under similar conditions to (C), (D), (E) and (F), we have the 

following equations similar to the case of <:pe(l; z) and <:pe(l, K; z) for m=O, I, 2, ··· 

log,fr,(J; z) = L-t,(7J)d7;(/11 -l), (19) 

P,[w,;y,(J) = m] = exp (-L -t,(7J) d7J )( L A,(7J) d7J r /m!, (20) 

log,fr,(J,K;z)=f {"2Jg/(7J,v;)+f g,(1J,v)dv}-t,(1J)d1J(i11 -I) (21) J, •;EK JK 

and P,[w,;y,(J,K)=m] =exp[-r {"2Jg/(7J,V;)+ j / •;EK 

I Kg,( 7J, v) dv }-t,( 7J) d7J] [L {.~Kg/ ( 7J, v;) + I Kg,( 7J, v) dv }-t,( 7J) d7J r /m ! , (22) 

where g/(e, v) is a purely discontinuous part of a space velocity distribution 

function G,(e, v) defined siµiilarly by equation (3), and g,(,, v) is a Radon

Nykodym's derivative of an absolutely continuous part of G,( e, v). 

Under similar conditions to (C), (E) and (F), we have the following equa

tions: 

log ,fr,(]; z) = t L-t,.(7J; t) d1J(ikz- I) , 

P,[w,;y,(J) = m] = exp {-t L A1,(7J; t) d7J} ',+
2

,
2
+~•••='" .~, 

( L-t,.(7J; t) d1J Y"/r,.!, 

(23) 

(24) 
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log,fr,(J,K;z) =±r {L!g/(7J,V;;t)+r g1,(1J,v;t)dv} 
k=l J / •;EiC J K 

J,,(7J; t)d1J(l""-l) (25) 

and P,[w,;y,(J, K)=m] = exp[-± r { L! gl(7J, v,; t)+ 
k=l J / V;EIC 

!Kg1,(1J, v; t)dv}A1,(1J; t)d7Jl,+·•~r.=m &[ 
r { L! g/(7J, v,; t)+f g,.(7J, v; t)dv}J,.(7J; t)d7J]r"/r,,!. 
j J •;EiC JK (26) 

Various Transformations 

We deal with the transformations from a time process to a space process, from 

a time process to a time process, from a space process to a time process and from a 

space process to a space process. At first, we define that xl (I, v;) is the number 

of cars which pass through a space point e in a time interval I with a certain 

constant velocity V;. Similarly we definey/(J, v,). 

Now we propose to interpret the notion of velocity as a one to one measure 

preserving transformation, in case the car traffic flow satisfies the condition (B). 

That is, for ll<C <,, r<s<t, v;E V, l=(r, s], J=(O, C] and m=O, I, 2, ···, 

where 

where 

where 

and 

where 

P8 [w8 ; xl(I, v,)=m] = Pdw~; xl(I+(,-8)/v;, v;)=m], (27) 

I+(,-8)/v, = (r+(,-8)/v;, s+(,-8)/v;l, 

(28) 

J' = [O+(t-s)v,, O+(t-r)v;), 

Pr[wr;y/(j, v;)=m] = P 1[w1 ;y/(J+(t-r)v;, v;)=m], (29) 

J+(t-r) V; = (O+(t-r) V;, r: +(t-r) V;]' 

(30) 

Consequently, we can obtain the following theorems. 

(Theorem l) Under conditions (A),-,(F), suppose that F~(t, v) and G1 (~, v) are 

purely discontinuous. Then, for O~C<,, r~s<t, v<w, l=(s, t], J=(C, ,] and 

K=(v, w], we have 

log cp~(l, K; z) = (/z-1) [ L! r v;g/(e+v;(r-u), v;) 
•;EJC1 J / 
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~ r fl(u-(e-O)/vi, vi) Pe(u-(e-O)/vi) du] 
•;EK3 j I ' 

where Kl= (v, (e-O)/(t-r)), K2 = ((e-O)/(t-r), (e-O)/(s-r)], 

K3 = ((e-O)/(s-r), w], 11 = (s, r+(f-0)/vi] and 12 = (r+(e-O)/vi, t], 

and log ,t,,(J, K; z) = (i•-1)[ ~ f g/(TJ-Vi(t-r), vi) J.,.(7/-Vi(t-r))dTJ+ 
•~EK1 j / . 

~ lf f fl(t+(O-TJ)/vi) p!(t+(0-1J)/vi)/v;d1J+ f g/(TJ-Vi(t~r), v,) 
•;EK2 J Ji j]2 

J.,.(TJ-V;(t-r)) d7J} + ~ f fl(t+(ll-TJ)/vi, vi) Pe(t+(8-1J)/vi)/v,d7J] 
•;EK3 J / , 

where K1 = (v, (C-0)/(t-r)], K2 = ((C-0)/(t-r), (e-O)/(t-r)], 

K3 =((e-O)/(t-r),w], J1 =(C,O+vi(t-r)] and J2 =(8+vi(t-r),e]. 

(Proof). At first, we prove the first expression. Since Fe(t, v) is purely discontinu

ous, Fe(t, v)=Fl(t, v)= ~ fl(t, v1). Therefore, according to'(9), 
V;E(O.P) 

Now we divide K into K 1 (i=l, 2, 3), where K 1=(v, (e-O)/(t-r)], 

K 2=((e-O)/(t-r), (e-O)/(s-r)] and K3 =((e-O)/(s-r), w]. 
Then it follows from a one to one measure preserving transformation which we 

have shown that if viEK0 then according to (28), 

where J' = [e+(r-t)vi, e+(r-s)v1), and then for any lEBe, 

f fl(u, V;)Pe(u)du(e1z-l) = f g/(7/, vi)J.,.(TJ)dTJ(i"-1) = J1 j~ 

Lvig/(e+(r-u)vi, ll;)J.,.(e+(r-u)vi)du(e1z-l), consequently, 

fl (t, vi) Pe(t) = V;g/ (e + (r-t) vi, vi) J.,.(e + (r-t) vi) for almost every t, 

and if v1EK3, then according to (27), 

Pe[we;xl(l, vi)=m] = Pe[w8 ;xl(l-(e-O)/vi, vi)=m] 

and then, 

f fl (u, V;) Pe(u) du(e1z - 1) = f fl(~, V;) Pe(u) du(eiz - 1) = 
j I j J-ce-e>/vi 

Lfl (u-(e-O)/vi, v,) P,(u-(e-O)/v;) du(e1~ - l), consequently, 
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fl(t, V;) Pe(t) =Jl(t-(e-O)/v;, V;) Pe(t-(e-O)/v;) for almost every t. 

Ifv1EK2 , we divide I as l=l,+I2> where l,=(s, r+(e-O)/v;] and 

l 2=(r+(e-O)/v,, t]. Then, 

Pe[we;xl(I,, v,)=m] = P,.[w,.;y/(J,', v;)=m], 

where J,'__:_[O,e+(r-s)v,), and Pe[we;xl(I2,v,)=m]=P8[w8 ;xl(I/,v;)=m], 

where // = (r, t-(e-O)/v,]. Hence, if v,EK2 , 

then !/l(u, v;)Pe(u)du(e'"-1) = {L
1

,g/(1J, v;)l,.(1J)d1J+ 

L
2

,Jl (u, v;)P8(u)du} (e'"-1) = {L,v,Q/ (e + (r-u)v;, v,)J,.(e + (r-u)v,)du+ 

L/l(u-(e-O)/v;, ~;)Pe(u-(e-O)/v,)du}(e'"-1). 

While, log <JJe(l, K; z) = t.{.~i; L.N(u, v) Pe(u) ~u(e'"-1)} . 

Conseqoentiy, 

log 'Pe(/, K; z) = [ :E r V;g/(e+(r-u) V;, V;) l,.(e+(r-u) V;) du+ 
•;eK1 JI 

:E {' v,g/(e+(r-u)v;, V;}A,.(e+(r-u)v,)du+r Jl(u-(e-O)/v;, V;) 
•;EK2 Jr, , J12 

Pe(u-(e-O)/v,)du}+ :E C Jl(u-(e-O)/v;, v;)Pe(u-(e-O)/v;)du](i"-1). 
•;eic3l I 

The second expression of the theorem is similarly derived as follows. Note 

that 

log ,fr,(], K; z) = t {.;~/ Lg/(7J, v:')l,(1J)d1J(e'"-l)}, 

where K,=(v, ((-0)/(t-r)], K2=(((-0)/(t-r), (e---.:'O)/(t-r)] and K3=((e-O)/ 
(t-r), w]. Ifv;EK,, then according to (29), 

P,[w1 ;y/(J, v,) = m] = P,.[w,.;y/(1-v,(t-r), v;) = m] 
i ' 

Therefoie for any J EB,, 

Lg/(7J, v;)l1(7J)d7J = Lg/(1J-(t-r)v;, v;)A,.(1J-(t-r)v,)d1J, 

consequently, g/ ( e, v;)l1( e) =g/ (e-(t-r)v;, v;)l,.(e-(t-r)v;) for almost every e. 
Ifv;EK3 , then according to (30), 

i, 
P,[w,; y/(J, v;) = m] = P8[w8 ; xl(I', v;) = m], where 

' ~ l 

I'= [t-(,-0)/v;, t-((-0)/v;), Therefore for any jE'B1 , 
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Lg/(r;, v;)l..t(r;)dr; = )/l(t-(r;-0)/v;, v;)P8(t-(r;-O)/v;)/v;dr;, 

consequently, g/ (,, v;)l..t(,) = fl (t-(,-0)/v;, v;) p8(t-(, - 0)/v;)/v; for almost 

every,. And ifv;EK2 , then 

f g/(r;, V;)l..t(r;)dr; = I Jl(t-(r;-0)/v;, V;)Pe(t-(r;-0)/v;)/v;dr;+ J, '1 

r g/(r;-(t-r)v;, V;)l..,.(r;-(t-r)v;)dr;' J12 
where],=((, O+(t-r)v;] and ] 2 =(0+(t-r)v;, ,]. Hence, 

log ,Jrt (J, K; z) = (iz-1)[ ~ f g/(r;-v;(t-r), v;)l..,.(r;-v;(t-r))dr;+ 
•;EK1 J J 

~ {f Jl(t+(O-r;)/v;)P8 (t+(O-r;)/v;)/v;dr;+f g/(r;-v;(t-r), v~) 
";EK2 J J, _ J f2 

l..,.(r;-v; (t-r))d7J} + ~ f Jl(t+(0-7})/v;, v;)Pe(t+(O-r;)/v;)/v;d7}], 
•;EK3 J J 

as was to be proved. 

This theorem shows that any time process or space process is constructed by 

the preceding time process and space process. 

Suppose that Ft(t, v) and Gt(,, v) are absolutely continuous with respect to 

Lebesgue measure on V. Then we can obtain the following theorem. 

(Theorem 2) Under the conditions (A),....,(F), suppose that Ft(t, v) and G,(,, v) 

are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on V. Then, for 

O~( <t, r<s<t, v<w, l=(s, t], ]=((,,]and K=(v, w], we have 

log<11t(l, K; z) = (iz-1{L,Lvg,.(t+v(r-u), v)l..,.(,+v(r-u))dudv+ 

f {f vg,.(,+v(r-u), v)l..,.(,+v(r-u))du+f fe(u-(t-0)/v, v)p9 J~ J~ J~ 
(u-(,-0)/v)du} dv +) K

3 

LJ(u-(t-0)/v, v) p9(u-(,-O)/v)dudv], 

where K, = (v, (,-0)/(t-r)], K2 = ((t-0)/(t-r), (t-o)/(s-r)], 

K3 = ((,-0)/(s-r), w], I,= (s, r+(,-0)/v] 

and 12 = (r+(,-0)/v, t)], 

and log i/rtU, K; z) = (iz-l) [L, ~ /,.(7J--v(t-r), v)l..,.(1J-v(t-r))1Jddv+ 

f {f fe(t+(0-1J)/v, v)p6 (t+(0-1J)/v)/vd1J+ f g,.(1J-v(t-r), v)l..,. J~J1i l12 
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(r;-v(t-r))dr; }dv+)KaL.fe(t+(O-r;)/v, v)p8(t+(O-r;)/v)/vdr;], 

where K1 = (v, (C -0)/(t-r)], K2 = ((C-0)/(t-r), (c;-0)/(t-r)], 

Ka= ((c;-0)/(t-r), w], ] 1 = (C, O+v(t-r)] 

and ] 2 = (O+v(t-r), c;] . 
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(Proof). Let prove the first formula of this theorem. Since Fe(t, v) is absolutely. 

continuous, according to (9), we have 

log cpe(/, K; z) = t )K,Lfe(u, v)P~(u)dudv{i'"-1), 

where K1 = (v, (C -0)/(t-r)], K2 = ((C -0)/(t-r), (c;-0)/(s-r)] 

and Ka= ((c;-0)/(s-r), w]. 

We take properly chosen countable sets {v,;} EK, (i=l, 2, 3) as follows: 

v = v10 < ··• <v1p1 = (C -0)/(t-r) = v20 < ··· <v2p2 = (c;-0)/(s-r) = Vao< 

•·· <vaPa = w. For {v,;} (i= 1, 2, 3), we define the process xl(I, K,) as 

xl(I, K,) = ~xl(I, V;;) and its characteristic function as cpl(!, K,; z). 
j 

Then, we have 

log cpl(I; K,; z) = (ejz-1) ~ r A(u, V;;)(v;;+1-V1;)Pe(u)du. 
' j J1 

According to the proof of the theorem 1, 

log cpl(/, Kl; z) = (i11 -l) ~ r g,.(r;, V1;)(v1;+1-V1;)J.,.(r;)dr;, 
j JI' 

where J' = [c;+v1;(r--'-t), c;+v1;(r-s)), 

log cpl(/, K2; z) = (e"11 
- 1) ~ { r g,.( 7/, V2;) (v2j+1 -V2;)J.,.( r;)dr; + 

j J1i' 

Llfe(u, V2;HV2;+1-V2;)Pe(u)du}, 

where Ji'= [O, c;+v2;(r-s)) and I/= (r, t-(c;-O)/v2;], 

and log cpe(/, Ka; z) = (eiz-l) ~ L,fe(u, Va;)(va;+1-V3;)Pe(u)du, 

where /' = (s-(c;-0)/va;, t-(c;-0)/va;]. 

It is to be noted that for the characteristic function i,ol(I, K; z) of xl(I, K) defined 
3 

by xl(I, K) =~ xl(I, K,), 
i=l 

3 

log i,ol(I, K; z) =~log cpl(/, K;; z). 
i=l 
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Let a=max max(v;i+1-V;i). It follows from the separability of xe(I, K) that for 
i j 

properly chosen countable sets {v;i}, xl(I, K) converges to xe(I, K) with pro-

bability l as a- 0. Therefore, 

log 9'e(I, K; z) = (i2
- l) nK1 L,gr(,1, Vij) (v1j+1 -Vij)J..r(TJ)dTJ dv+ 

r {f ,g .. (TJ, V2j)(v2j+1-V2j)J..r(TJ)dTJ+r ,fe(u, V2j)(v2j+1-V2j) 
jK2 jfi J12 

Po(u) du} dv + 1 Kg L,fe(u, V3i) (v3j+i -V3i) p8 (u)du,dv] , 

which is continuous at z=O. Consequently, 

logcpt(J, K; z) = (i2 -1{Lj/gr(,;+v(r-u), v)J..,.(,;+v(r-u))dudv+ 

f {f vg,.(,; +v(r-u), v)J..,.(,; +v(r-u) )du+ f fe(u-(,; -0)/v, v) 
J~ J~ J½ 

p9(u-(,;-0)/v)du} dv + 1K
3 

Lfe(u-(,;-0)/v, v)p9(u-(,;-0)/v)dudv], 

where, 11=(s, r+(,;-0)/v] and l 2=(r+(,;-0)/v, t]. 

Similarly, the second expression of the theorem can be proved. We shall omit 

the proof to avoid a conventional complica.tim1. 

We easily obtain the following corollary with some modifications. 

( Corollary l) 

Under the same conditions as theorem 2, 

1) if h 2 (,;-0)/(s-r), then, log 9't(J, k; z) = (/2 -l) 1KL.fe(u-(,;-0)/v, v)p9 

(u-(,; -0) /v) dudv, and h (t, v)Pe(t) = fe(t -(,; - 0) /v, v)p9 (t-(,; - 0) /v) for 

almost every t and v, 

2) if H~ (,;-0)/(t-r), then, logcpt(J, K; z)=(i2 -1)1KLvg,.(,; +v(r-u), v) 

J..,.(,;+v(r-u))dudv and,h(t, v)Pe(t')=vg,.(,;+v(r-t), v)J..,.(,;+v(r-t)) for almost 

every t and v, 

3) if hz(,;-0)/(t-r), then, log,fr,(J,'K;z)=(i2 -l)r f fe(t+(0-TJ)/v,v) 
, jKJJ 

p9 (t+(0-TJ)/v)/vd7Jdv and gt(,;, v)J.. 1 (,;) =fe(t-(,;-0)/v, v)p9(t-(,;-0)/v) for 

almost every ,; and v, 

and 

4) if H ~(( -0)/(t-r), then, log 1frt(J, K; z)=(i2
- 1) 1KLg,.(TJ+ v(r-t), v)J..,. 

( TJ +v(r-t) )d 7Jdv and g,( .;, v)J..1 ( ,;) =g,.(,; +v(r-t), v)J..,.(,; +v(r-t)) for almost 

every ,; and v. 
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We shall conside~ the' more generalized case, that is, we suppose the con-
. . ' 

ditions (A), (B), (C), '(E) and (F), ignoring the condition (D). Then we can 

obtain the following theorem. 

(Theorem 3) 

Under conditions (A), (B), (C), (E) and (F), for 8 ~C < e, r < s < t, v < w, 

l=(s, t], J=(C, e] and K=(v, w], we have 

logsat(l, K; z) = iJ (eikz-l)[f { ~ v;g/(e+v;(r-u), v;; r) 
k=l ) l •;eK1 

l,,(e+v;(r-u); r) + lK1 vg,,(e +v(r-u), v; r)l,, (e +v(r-u); T )dv}du+ 

~ {f v;g/(e+v;(r-tu), v;; r)l11(e+v;(r-u); r)du+ 
''iEC2 J1/ 

L2,fl(u-(e-8)/v;, v;; 8)p,,(u-(e-8)/v;; 8) du}+ 

f {f vg/(e+v(r:._u), v; r)l11(e+v(r-u); r)du+ J~ J~ . 
LJ11(u-(e-8)/v, v; 8)p,,(u-(e-8)/v; O)~u }dv+ 

r { ~ Jl(u-(e-8)/v;, v;; 8)p,,(u-(e-8)/v;; 8) + 
J1 ";EK3 

lKaJ,,(u-(e-8)/v, v; 8)P1,(u-(e-8)/v; 8)dv}du], 

where Kl= (v, (e-8)/(t-r)]' K2 = ((e-8)/(t-r), (e-8)/(s-r)]' 

K 3 = ((e-8)/(s-r), w], Ii'= (s, r+(e-8)/v;], 

I/= (r+(e-8)/v;, t], 11 = (s, r+(e-O)/v] and 

12 = (r+(e-8)/v, t]' 

and log ifrtU, K; z) = t (ikz- l)[f { ~ g/(11-v;(t-r), v;; r) 
k=l JJ •;EK1 

l,,(11-v;(~-r),; r) +lK/11(11-v(t-r), v; r)l,,(11-v(t-r); r)dv}d11+ 

~ {f f/(t+(0--,11)/v;, v;; O)p11 (t+(ff--11)/v;; O)/v;)d11-t-
•;eK2 Jh, 

f g/(TJ-V;(t-r), v;; r)l,,(11,'.-v;(t-r); r)d11} + J1l · 

f {f J,,(t+(0-11)/v, v; O)p11(t+(0-11)/v; 0)/v)dTJ,+ 
jK2 jh , 

l g,.(11-v(t-r), v; r)l1,(11-v(t-r); r)d11 }dv+ 
12 . 

f { ~ Jl(t+(0-11)/v;, ~;; O)P,,(t+(0-71)/v;; 0)/v;+ J / •;EKa ·'. 
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)K/k(t+(8-1J)/v, v; 8)pk(t+(8-1J)/v; 8)/vdu}d1/], 

where K1 = (v, (( -8)/(t-r)], K2 = ((( -8)/(t-r), (,-8)/(t-r)], 

K3 = ((f-8)/(t-r), w], Ji'=((, O+v,(t-r)], 

]/= (O+v,(t-r), ,] , 

12 = (O+v(t-r), f]. 

]1 = ((, O+v(t-r)] and 

If ( <f <8 and s<t<r, then the first expression is valid for K1 = (v, (8-f)/(r-s)], 

K2=((8-f)/(r-s), (8-f)/(r-t)] and K3=((8-,)/(r-t), w] and the second ex

pression is valid for K1=(v, (8-,)/(r-t)], K2=((8-,)/(r-t), (8-()/(r-t)] and 

K3=((8-()f(r-t), w]. 

(Proof). Let prove the first expression of the theorem. It follows from equation 

(17) that 

)Kfk(u, v; ,)dv}Pk(u; f)du. 

We divide K into Kr(r=l, 2, 3), where K1=(v, (f-8)/(t-r)], K2=((f-8)/(t-r), 

(f-8)/(s-r)] and K3 =((f-8)/(s-r), w]. 

Next, for properly chosen countable sets {vrj}, in similar manner to the proof 

of theorem 2, we define xl(I, Kr) and cpl(!, Kr; z). Hence, 

~J,.(u, Vrj; f)(vrj+ 1-Vrj)}p,.(u; f)du. 

Therefore 

Iogcpl(I, K; z) = f 1ogcpl(I, K,.; z) = iJ (e'kZ_l)[ ~ f 
r=l k=I V;EK1 Jj(v;) 

g/( 1/, V;; r )Ak( 1j; r )d 1J+ ~ r gk( 1/, V1j; r )Ak( 1/; r) (v1j+t -~1j)d1J + 
i j /Cv1;) 

~ {f g/(7/; v,; r)A1,(1J; r)d7J +f f/(u, v;; O)pk(u; O)du+. 
•;EK2 J ft(v;) J I2Ct1;) 

~ (v2j+ 1 -V2j){1 g1,(1/, v2i; r)Ak(7J; r)d1J+ 
i J ftCv2;) 

\ fk(u, V2j; O)p,.(u; O)du} + ~ r Jl(u, v;; O)p,.(u; O)du+ J I2Cv,;l •;EK3 ) l(v;) 

~r J,.(u, V3j; O)p,.(u; O)(vaj+l-Vaj)du], 
j J lCv3;l 
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where J(v)=(e+v(r-t), e+v(r-s)], l1(v)=(O, e+v(r-s)], I2(v)=(r, t-(e-O)/v] 

and l(v)=(s-(e-O)/v, t-(e-O)/v]. It follows that, similarly to the proof of 

theorem 2, 

f f vg11(e(v), v; r)J11(e(v); r)dudv+ ~ {f ,v,g/(e(v,), v,; r)J11(e(v,); r)du+ 
jK1 j/ •;EK:z J/1 

r ,Jl(t(v,), v,; O)p,.(t(v,); O)du}+' {' vg,.(e(v), v; r)J.(e(v); r)du+ J~ J~ j~ 

r J.(t(v), v; O)p.(t(v); O)du}dv+ ~ r Jl(t(v,), v,; O)p.(t(v,); O)du+ J /2 •;EK:3 JI 

lKsLJ.(t(v), v; O)p11(t(v); O)dudv], 

where e(v) = e+v(r-u) and t(v) = u-(e-O)/v. 

Similarly, we can obtain the second expression of the theorem. We shall omit 

the proof to avoid a conventional complication. The latter half of the theorem is 

trivial, as was to be proved. 

A Doppler's Effect in the Road Traffic Flow 

In this part, we analyze the Doppler's effect i.e., the difference between the 

observation of the traffic flow by an observer moving with varying velocity (for 

example, an observer on a car or a helicopter) and the observation by an observer 

at a fixed space point. 

We define the following three stochastic processes. 

X(I, J, K), the number of cars which exist in a space interval J during a time 

interval / and whose velocities belong to a velocity interval K; 

x~(l, Klx,), the number of cars which pass through a space point e in a time 

interval / passing through another space point C during the same 

time interval / and whose velocities belong to a velocity interval K, 

and 

YtU, KI Ys), the number of cars which existed in a space interval J at times and 

exist in the same space interval J at time t and whose velocities 

belong to a velocity interval K, 

where l=(s, t], J=(C, e] and K=(v, w]. 

Then, evidently, 

(31) 
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As. for Xt(I, KI x{) and YtU, ~ IYs), if the velocity distributions are pruely dis
continuous, then 

x~(I, KI x,) = ~ xl (I', v;), where I' = (s+ I JI /v;, t] , 
•;ElCl 

Ki= Kn[IJl/111, 00 ), Ill= 1,-CI and 111 = lt-sl. (32) 

and 

Yt(], Klys) = ~ y/(J', v;), where J' = (C+v;III, ,] 
;EKt 

and K 1 = Kn (0, IJl/111]. (33) 

In the above we denote Lebesgue measures of I and J as I JI and I j I, respectivfly. 

Moreover we denote the characteristic fimctions of X(I, j, K), xi(I, KI x,) and 

YtU, Klys) as 'Px(I, J, K; z), <p~(I, KIC; z) and ,f,1(1, Kjs; z), respei::tiv.ely. 
, . . l 

Here, in order to avoid conventional complications, we assume that under 

conditions A), B), C), E), and F), the velocity distributions are absolutely con

tinuous. 

Consequently, from (17), (25) and (31), 

log <px(I, j, K; z) = ti (ikz_ 1{LU/1,(u, v; ,) P1,(u; ,) du~ 

}/1,(17, v; t)A,.(17; t)d11}dv] (34) 

= t (e1kz-I{L{LJ,.(u, v; C)P1,(u; C)du+)/1,(17, v; s),l.1,(11; s)d11}dv]. (35) 

and the equality of equation (34) and (35) is guaranteed by theorem (3). More

over from (32) and (33), 

where I'= (s+ I JI /v, t] 

log,j,t(J,Kls;z)=t(e1kz_1/ [ g,.(17,v;t)P1,(11;t)d17dv, 
. k=l jKtjf' (37) 

where ]'=((+viii, e-J. 

Applying theorem (3) to the above, equations (34) .-.,(37) are converted into the 

following equations: 

log <px(I, j, K; z) = t (ikz- I)[f f f1,(u, v; ,) P1,(u; ,) dudv] 
k=l JKJ/1 

= t (e•kz_ n[r f g,.(17, v; t),l.,.(11; t) d17dv], (38) 
k=l JKJJi 
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where J 1 =(C, .;+viii] and l 1=(s, t+ 111/v], 

forK2=(IJI/III, 00 ), 

logg,~(J, KIC; z) = ~ (e'k•-1)[r f J,.(u, v; c;)p,.(u; c;)dudv] 
k=l JKnK2Jl2 
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- t (e•k•-1)[r f g,.(r;, v; t)A,.(r;; t) dr;dv], (39) 
k=l JKnK2Jl2 

where ] 2=(c;, C +viii] and l 2=(s+ IJ 1/v, t], 

and for K1 =(0, IJ I/ III], 

IogifrtU, Kls; z) = :t (e•kz-l)[r r .f,.(u, v; c;)p,.(u; c;)dudv] 
k=l JKnKilla 

= }J (e•kz_ l)[f f g,.(r;, 11; t) J.,.(r;; t)dr;dv], (40) 
k=l JKnK1JJa 

where ] 3=(C+vlll, c;] andl3=(t,s+IJl/v] 

Next we define the following observation processes: 

p(I, K; t0 , .;0), the number of cars whose velocities belong to a velocity interval 

K and which are observed in a time interval I by an observer who, 

starting from a point c;0 at time t0, is moving with a velocity 

V(t) in the opposite direction of the car traffic flow, that is, in the 

negative direction of the .;-axis, where l= (s, t]; 

q(l, K; t0 , c;0), the number of cars whose velocities belong to a velocity interval 

K and which are observed by an observer who, starting from a 

point .;0 at time t0 , is moving with a velocity V(t) in the same 

direction of the car traffic flow, that is, in the positive direction 

of the .;-axis, where we assume that cars which are once passed 

through by an observer and after that pass ahead of the observer . 

are not counted and conversely. 

Then 

p(I, K; t0 , .;0) = X(I, ]p,K), where ]p = (c;0-!:
0

V(t)dt, .;0 -[V(t)dt] (41) 

and q(I, K; t0 , .;0) = x~(I, K[x{)+YtU, Kfys), (42) 

where C=c;0 +fs V(t)dt, c;=c;0 +f' V(t)dt and J=(C, c;]. 
J to J to 

We denote the characteristic function of p(I, K; t0, .;0) and q(I, K; t0, c;0) as 

Xp(l, K; z) and Xq(l, K; z) respectively and put v*lll=~:V(t)dt. Then from 

equations (38)--( 42), we have the following equations: 
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log Xp(l, K; z) = i] (ik•-l)[f J f,.(u, v; e) P,.(u; e) dudv], (43) 
i=l JK Ip 

where e =e0 - rt V(t) dt and Ip= (s-v* I Ilfv, t], 
J to 

and log i"(l, K; z) . i] (i,..-l)[r r f,.(u, v; e)P1,(u; e)dudv 
: k=l JKnK,J/f/ 

+ r . r ,J,.(u, v; e) P1,(u; e)dudv], (44) 
JKnK2jlf/ 

where e=e0+rt V(t)dt, K,=(0, v*], K2 =(v*, oo), l"=(t, s+v*IIl/v] 
Jto 

and J/ = (s+v* IIl/v, t]. 

For example, in order to simplify, ifwesuppose condition (D), put l=(t-1, t) 

and denote the position of the observer at time t as e, then we get 

log Xp(l, K; z) = (i·-1)r rt A(u, v)P~(u)dudv 
J K J t-Cv+v*l/v 

and log Xq(/, K; z) = (i•-1)[r rtt-ev•-v)/vfi(u, v)Pe(u)dudv 
JKnK)e 

+ f rt fe(u, v) Pe(u) dudv]. J Kn K2J t-Cv-v*l/v 

The differences from the time process observed at the fixed point e are revealed as 

follows: 

E[p(l, K; to, eo)J = E[xe(I, K)]+f rt-I fe(u, v)Pe(u)dudv 
J K J t-Cv+v*)/v 

and E[q(/, K; to,eon = E[xe(I, K)]+r {ft+Cv*-v)/vA(u, v)p~(u)du 
JKnK1 j, 

It } I it-(rrv*J/v 
- fe(u, v) Pe(u) du dv- fe(u, v) Pe(u) dudv. 

t-1 KnK2 t-1 

Applications and Conclusion 

In this part, we apply the results of the above sectio~s to a simple case, that is, 

a car traffic flow which is a homogeneous Poisson process with an absolutely con

tinuous velocity distribution. 

Before we do it, we must point out the following facts; generally speaking, if 

either a car traffic flow i.e. xe(I) or y,(J), or a velocity ditsribution is inhomogeneous 

in time or space, the other must be inhomogeneous, too, and homogeneity is stable 

if and only if both a car traffic flow and a velocity distribution are homogeneous. 

These facts are easily obtained by the equation (3) and the discussion of "Various 

Transformations". 
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Therefore, it is relevant to assume the characteristic function of xl(l, K), that 

is, <fJe(I, K; z) as the following equation: 

log<pe(I,K; z) = (e'z-l)Pelll1KA(v)dv, 

where l=(s, t] and K=(v, w]. 

We denote Po and.fo(v) by p andf(v), respectively. 

(45) 

In the following, we show the results deduced from the above assumptions. At 

first, from corollary (1), fot e<hs, 

Consequently, for e<hs, Pelll1KJe(v)dv=PllliKJ(v)dv. Ifwe put K=V, then 

Pe=P, therefore,fe(v) =f(v) for a.e.v. , 

Therefore, from (45), for arbitrary eEB, Jc T and Kc V 

(46) 

It follows from the latter half of theorem (3) that for J = ( (, e] and t such that 

t+IJl/m~T', 

(47) 

Therefore, in accordance with corollary ( l), the equation ( 4 7) holds for arbitrary 

tE T, JcB and Kc V. That is, the space processy,(j, K) is also a homogeneous 

Poisson process with an absolutely continuous velocity distribution. 

Let us put a characteristic function yr,(J, K; z) of a space process as follows: 

It follows from equations (47) and (48) that 

-tLg(v) dv = p1Kf(v)/vdv, 

therefore 

lg(v) = Pf(v)/v for a.e.v. 

Consequently, 

p = -t[ vg(v) dv = lE8 (v) and ,t = p[J(v)/vdv = pE1(1/v). 

(48) 
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We can obtain the well-known relationship between a space velocity density func

tion g(v) and a time velocity density functionf(v), 

Eg(v)f(v) = vg(v) for a.e.v. 

It follows from "A Doppler's effect in the road traffic flow" that for a charac

teristic function Xp(l, K; z) of an observation process p(l, K; t0, , 0), 

log Xp(l, K; z) = (i"'-l) p I JI UKJ(v) dv+v*!KJ(v)/vdv} 

= (e1
"'- l ),! I JI UK vg(v) dv+v*! Kg(v) dv} 

and E[p(I, V; t0 , , 0)] = Pill {l+v*Ef(l/v)} = Alli {v*+Eg(v)}. 

Similarly, we can obtain for a characteristic function Xq(l, K; z) of an observation 

process q(l, K; t0, , 0). 

log Xq(l, K; z) = (i"'-l) p I/ I { v*o:· f(v)/vdv-[J(v)/vdv) 

+ [f(v) dv-[ f(v) dv} = (i"'- l) A I II { v*o:• g(v) dv-[g(v) dv) 

+ C vg(v) dv-i:• vg(v) dv} 

and E[q(/, V; t0 , , 0)] = Plll{v*(Ef(l/v)-2[.J(v)/vdv)+2[J(v)dv-l} 

= Alli {v*(l-2[.g(v)dv)+z[vg(v)dv-Eg(v)}. 

Now, let consider the opposite lane traffic flow together. It is relevant to 

assume that a traffic flow and the opposite traffic flow are independent of each 

other. We shall make use of the affix l for a traffic flow with the same direction as 

an observer and the affix 2 for the opposite traffic flow. Then we have the follow

ing equation for a characteristic function x(I, K; z) of the number of cars which the 

observer observes in a time interval I and whose velocities belong to K, 

log x(I, K; z) = (i"'-l{p1 II I {v*o:•J1(v)/vdv-[_J;(v)/vdv)+ i:f1(v) dv 

-rf1(v) dv} +P2 I JI {LJ;(v) dv+v* !KJ;(v)/vdvn, 

It is hoped to investigate the problem of queues for a traffic light, the problem 

of equilibrium analysis, and so on. 

The next correction to the present theory would involve some form of inter

action between cars. However, such correction seems to be more difficult than the 

present theory. 
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